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INFLATION HITS 
KAISERS & SUBS 

The Math Scclety's Ceffee and Donte stand 
cffictally enened cn January 6, 1976 et &:%0em 
a*ter a very hectic dev of running around, tlete 
nhone calls and unhelfeveble madness bv the new 
manerrer end assistant marerer, 
disbellevers, otrr only major nroblevr ware a 
surplus of subs end talsers (because they 
arrived late In the dey) and coffee belne served 
efter 8:36 becsuse the menarer wesn't suebe 
frcush at 1 o'clock Tuesday mernine to Fleure 
sus hew te plus In cur sptffy timer, Tr any 
cese, the most meicr chanea to one current 
aneration that wee different from last tae- Is 
2n Increase [n the cost of subs end vafeers - 
“hey heave hoth risen by Sé mekIne them &5A4 for 
sths and f0¢ fer kelsers: e211 other orices 
remnztn the seme: lué¢ for coffee and tea; TEA for 
esuns, het cheeslete and danuts. Alsc, cur b-ure 
of conersticon ere S:2uem tll) ot e3nnm Merde" to 
Celdev. Finally, iu-t In case you den't zlready 
macw, the C*M stand !s Iccated In recem 7001 ef 
t+he ‘Math bulldine. 

Desnite ell thea 

  

Wanted: 

  

ordered by the 

Matthews) as 

"No Smoking" signs were 
president of the untversity (B.C. 
ment toned 
and staff in October and were put up 
Christmas vacation at over 500 locations on 
campus. Sticky-back posters were used [n= an 
effort to save money. If these signs are torn 
down they are likely to be replaced by permanent 
sipns at an expense of thousands of dollars, 
which is not likely to make Matthews very hanpv,. 

over the 

Anyone objecting to the signs would be wise to 
talk to Dr. Matthews about [t rather. than 
tearing down the signs. Smoking has bee 
forbidden since 1967 in 
and anywhere’ the 
ashtrays. 

Cf 19 classrooms surveyed itn the 
building Tuesday night, only 8 had the 
Intact. Presumably in the 
signs have been torn down. In the 4& elevators, 2 
of the signs have been removed and the other 2 
have been defaced, 

classrooms 
does not provide 

elevators, 
University 

Math 

signs 
other 11 rooms the 
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A little over 3 months ago, evoU things 
became very apparent: First, the supply of math 
T-shirts was beginning to run low; and second, 
the Anticalendar was long overdue, On 
Cctober 3, Mathsoc decided to use Double Bull 
rather than Tiger brand for the new T-shirt 
Order. Double Bull promised faster delivery 
time as well as being 60¢ cheaper. When the 
T-shirts did not arrive in early November, 
Geoff E, of Double Bull kept promising delivery 
soon, but eventually admitted that there was a 
large backlog. 

Virtually no work was done. on Antical 
during the Summer, So a secretary (who knew no 
Roff, which Is why oddities like "con- fusing" 
turned up in the’ final product) was hired to 
type in the comments. A mathNEWS production 
meeting on November 4-5 assembled the 
Publication and it was sent off to the 
onlv a week later. 

The race was on! Which would arrive first, 
the T-shirts, Antical, or Christmas? 

The presses were stopned for a week as some 
faculty members spoke of a lawsuit for libel, 
then printing was resumed. At this time a not- 
qulte-duplicate page mysteriously replaced a 
Page that it should not have replaced... 

The Antical made it to Mathsoc's MC 3038 in 
mid-December, just ahead of the Co-op T-shirts. 
The correction Page appeared soon afterwards, 
and Antical is available now in 3038. 

Christmas came next, and the other three 
appeared. They 

promised for this week, so watch out - 

printers 

T-shirt designs have mot vet 
have been 
for them...   

Other major news items from the past term... 

The regular night-time security patrols of this and all other buildings were cancelled in September fn an attempt to Save money. By late November, 7 of the HPS calculators in room 
MC 3047 had been stolen, and that room. was 
closed, Some of the calculators were moved to the EMS library (available for exchange of If 
card). 

Two “art objects" appeared = on campus: 
between the CC and the PAC, that memorial to all 
those poor souls who perished while trying to find their way home from the CC Pub; and between Bl and the Arts Library, the "red worm" or "slug'' which was removed after a few weeks and 
now resides in a garage. 

Food Services did not take over the Mathsoc and engsoc coffee & donut stands. 
Lockers were given out in only 2 hours and 

20 minutes on September 9. Mathsoc decided to buy more lockers; they will arrive this term. 
The examination room, which had been BC 8022 until EMS library expansion disrlaced it to the Arts Library in 1973, was disnlaced bv 

Arts Library expansion. It fs now located in 
the former Great Hall of Village 2. Students writing midterms there for the first time are 
advised to allow plenty of time to find it! The accompanying map shows how to get there. 

Room MC 3063 was merged with 30€1, 3021, 
and 3020, by removing a few walls. It contains 
a minicomputer lab including a Nova, a 
Microdata, and of course a model 
well as a phototypesetter and now a 
layout. 

railway, as 

slot car 

+.-.70 page 2 

in his memo to all students, faculty, -   

read Pas Fe Ee AOS Paap eee a ae ee Oe ann Ya Page 
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...from page 1 
Another new computer lab was room MC 3008. 

This contains a Tektronix 4013 graphics terminal 
running at 1800 baud, and 25 slave CRT displays, 
which show the contents of the Tek's screen, 
It's used for statistics courses as well as 
computer science, 

Also on the CS scene, elght 2741 terminals 
from MC 3018 have been sold to Arts and replacec 
by Volker-Craig CRT's, which, however, are 
running at 2741-speed, because of the lack of 
high-speed line adaptor capability. 

Beginning In September 1976, math courses 
will be named after the departments, like 
science courses, and will carry the suffix Y if 
they are year courses... for example math 233 
might become stat 2337, 

The Math Faculty Councl! passed a motion to 
make all first and second year compulsory math 
courses term courses. The Senate's approval Is 
expected shortly. 

Two new sections appeared 
in mathNEWS: Problems, 

Math had an October 

and disapneared 
and Women fn Math. 

Crisis. An n-jineer 
raiding party captured 60 unsold T-shirts and 
held them for’ ransom, Needless to say, the 
T-shirts were rescued with no ransom paid. 

The n-jineers attacked again, four 
later, on Hallowe'en, This time they 
routed as Mathsoc used chemical (H2C) 
techniques. 

The C&D manager, Ron Hipfner, 
in a bicycle-car accident, and 
replaced by Bruce Mills, 

Cn November 10, the Special-K contest for 
first year mathies was won by David Petroff and 
Peter Peng (tled); meanwhile, Rick Cameron won 
the Big-E(uler) contest for upperclassmen. The 
Putnam contest was written on December 6. Here, 
UW Is attempting to defend its North American 
title. 

UW's computer chess program, Treefrog by 
Ron Hansen, finished second to Chess 4&.4 In the 
annual ACM tournament In Minneapolis. 

days 
were 

warfare 

was Injured 

temporarlly 

J. J. Long resigned as the Federation 
treasurer, citing disagreements with President 
John Shortall. 

Scisoc member Mike Wallis founded the 
Science Fiction Club. 

Gary Prudence coordinated the Antical 
survey of Fall 1975 classes amidst such 
difficulties as recalcitrant profs and vanishing 
“survey kits. 

In the Red Cross Blood Donor Clinic, atmost 
half the donors failed to Indicate which faculty 
they were from, Based on those who did sign the 

of course, to 
lists, the Blood Bowl was awarded, 
Math. 
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COMPUTER 
Oo000 
  

LIB 
nd [t came te pacs In these davs, thet 
there went out a decree from Burt Matthews, 

that a11 the world shceculd be taxed. 
Ard all went to he texed, every one Inte hts cur 
faculty. 

             

And "eter alse went ur from the secend Fller, 
cut of Debue, Inte the third floor, unto MEmnF, 
which Is called Bur: (because he wee of the 
denartment cf Computer Sclence:) 
To be taxed with “ary his project partner, whe 
wes workIne on a problem, 
And se It was, thet, whlle they were there, 
davs were accomplished that she should 
the proecram, 

And she wrote her 

the 
submit 

filest mroeram, and checked [ft 
for errors, and tvped It ona 27hl1: because 
there was no room fzr them [n the telerav rosvs, 
Ard there were [In the same room methtEs 
steffeors, tynine there storles by nirht. 
Ard, lo, a mall meseecre from spembro can" unen 
them, and the slory cf rjb shone round eheut 
them: and they were scre afrald, 
And epembro sald unto-them, Fear nct: fer, 
beheld, TT brine you eled tidtnes of great 
whitch shall he to 211 users, 

unto vecu Is run this dav In the Henevwell ¢ 
oroeram, which fs rect a drun. 

tev, 

And this shall be @ sIern unto you; Ye shell “Ind 
the sroeren all compiled, typed [nto a 27'1, 
And suddenly thers wee wlth the moeesacro a 
multitude of messeveec from other users praltetne 
the new nprocesser, 
Then the staffers went end saw the prorrem, end 
conrratulated Peter and Mary. 
And there were hacks whe hed done a lstz, end 
seen the new prevrem, 2nd dena a wuse to lerate 
Rhy tepminal, and had come to the third Fleer. 
‘ ‘fy arrived In the office cf rprurd, and 
ecked of him where the terminal was to be found. 
And he consulted the cperaters as to where the 
terntre]l wes to be Found, 
And they teld him that the termine] was te te In 
3017, as [It wes writtrer, 
Aed he returned te the hecks, and told them, "No 
end seerch dilfventiy, and when you heve feund 
It, brire me heck werd that I mev come end sae 
It toc." 
And they went and found the nroprem, and braueht 
7t*ts of rescurces, and }1liInks, and permisefens, 

1 wes found by eceldent ThIs [neemplete 

é the third fleccr. etuffed hehInd 

classifiable 

  

Te Sublets: term (MaveNren)|et) 
In Wacerlec Towers, 

Only $235 ner month, 

Fer 
tweebedrocn 

&S minutes from urnfiveret ry. 
1 9 Coll 885-2522 eftrr Fru Monday-Thursdzy,. 

1049 

sorting 
17F, enartment



     
al. Fortran built-in function. 
a7. Private railway. 

al3. MNaemory where part of a word {[s 
used to reference that word. 

bl. Favorite exam question, 
b12. Operatic solo. 
cl. Derangement of ceremony. 
cL. Pertaining to our satellite. 

clz. Drain ptt. 
dz. Used to reference portions of words 

on certain machines (e.g. PDP-11), 
eh. Common base, 

el@. dew, recent (prefix). 
fz, Part of the lymphatic system, 
f9. larm reston tree. 
fl. He, that one (LattIn). 
3G. Praposition. 
29. Acidity indicator. 

gl2. dosteiries, 
hl. 7 Bull. 

nl2, French angel, 
il. Gill of fare. 

GC. Tous. 
+91. French composer: Edouard ---, 
2. Far (prefix). 
2. Annoy. 
J. Anctent anver,. 
4. Unon (Fr.). 
9. Film with Peter Falk and Jack Lemnon, 

12. First derivative is zero, lere,. 
nl, Low i, 
nb, Zeal. 

ml2. Student's nemesis. 
nl. Statistical tool. 
nG. Slowly (us.). 

nlZ2, 1.6 * Vanus's revolution pertod. 
Ol. wisutestalker. 
o7. ‘bun sign-off. 

013. Sore drinks are like that. 
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Pertinent. 
lg. "The almigiity 

one" (??), 
Im. I love (Latin), 
Za. Vonan's name, 
21. Siitp'ts company, /\ 
3a. Chop ---, /'\ 
3f. Intersection of J 

two 3-D spaces. 
31. Vatatype. A 
4b. Tenalkowsky's symphony #2, 
od. Tiree times 2.718261£.... 
25. wing . 
bb. "Wandering star", 
Gi, ~ Parallel. 

7a. Engine deposit. 
7f. Dental. 
7i. wither. 
71. debula that is a powerful 

radio source, 
Sa. body of water. 
ol. Tatrsty. 
9a. bellow, Poors A 
9f. Associated Press, werk. 
Ji. See 19, 
Ji. Theater bex seat, 

10b. Special kind of toast. 
1Of., Last NFL game of tne seascn, 
lid. Body of water, 
l1j. Dynanic ---, 
12b. Tne composition of functions 

always has tits Property. 
13a. Logical value. 
15f. Interior. 
151. Jvestitution, 
l4a. Goals. 
1L4f, A measure of divercence 

(in lines, planes, ...). 
1&1. Eniperor. 
15a. Inter-record --- (mac. tapes). 
l5¢. behold, 
lam. tndeavor. 
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me DIA GLIMPSE 
Here it Is, the start of another term and mathNEWS' &th €fourth!) year of publication, Yet again, some student -has labored Jong = and hard to fit a number of genuine words into the | blank squares in the accompanying prid and left a lengthy list of clues which should enable you | to fit the same words into the same spaces. By completing this process. and submitting your K solution to mathnews, by any means available ty | Cincluding bun, Mathsoc, dogsled, postesCANADApost, mathNEWs mailbox, etc.) before Or at next week's production meeting (Tuesday, 7:00+ pm., MC 3011), vou could become eligible to win a math T-shirt (assuming they arrive!)., If you are a winner, you can pet your T-shirt | coupon at any production meeting. You will know 

4 

| 

| 

  

  
you are a winner {if your name appears in this 1 column like: 

| This week's winner is: 
-->>> Harry Vanderzand <<¢-- 

or: 
ww | The subscriber winner for last term is: 32 -->» Dave Newel] K<fe-- > Harry and Dave can get their counons at any | Production meeting. Good luck!! 
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FED REPort 
This Tuesday, January 6, Fed Council held 

its first meeting of the year. Though ouorum 
(and the president) was late in arriving, there 
was some business accomplished. It was decided 
to glve full time Fed worker Shane Roberts a 
leave of absence for two weeks. Shane has been 
working extra overtime for the Feds and it was 
felt he might need a few weeks to rest and take 
it easy. Council also reversed its stand of the 
December 2, 1975, meeting and decided to stay 
within the by-laws by holding Presidential 
elections Jan 28 (nominations close Jan 14). and 
Council elections Feb 12 (nominations close Jan 
29). 

The Student Aid issue was discussed with 
the purpose of getting people to attend the 
rally in Toronto on January 21 to work apainst 
the Henderson Report, a report threatening the 
future of post-secondary education in Cntario. 
After much discussion the Feds’ decided to 
support NUS (but I wonder whether it was in 

their best interests at this time). A 
referendum asking whether you want to pay a 
compulsory $1.00 a year fee to join NUS will be 
held on the day of the Federation Presidential 

election. 
With regard to the presidential elections 

it is interesting to note that Mathsoc VP and 
Creative Arts Chairperson Gary Prudence’ was 
appointed CRO. He will be assisted by Council 
Speaker Phil Reilly on the Election Committee. 
Many people declined to sit on the committee 
because they were involved in_= presidential 
campaigns. 

With the Presidential and Counc!] Elections 
approaching us it would be Interesting to know 
what you the students would like to see in your 
candidates. I myself would like to see 
candidates who are willing to try things that 
are not usually tried in the Federation, but at 
the same time I would not like to see some far- 
left radical come along and screw things un for 
the students and wipe out gains that students on 
this campus have fought for years to attain. 

It does not matter so much whether these 
candidates are new to the Federation or very 
experienced. More than new blood, I _ would 
really like to see new ideas, though it would be 
helpful to Involve new people in the Federation. 
The President and most of the Executive have not 
communicated well with council (no agendas were 
given to councillors for this past meeting) and 
generally the students on the campus in the past 
year. In fact all Federation communications need 
improvement. The Federation needs to make 
better use of the Chevron and Radio Waterioo, 
while keeping them somewhat autonomous. New 
methods should also be tried in this field. 

The Federation should streamline its 
structure to some degree by reviewing bylaws and 
policies, and by merging and re-organizing 
boards. We should also practice more care and 
Financial responsibility in dealing with the 
students' money. 

CFS is Important to student affairs in this 
province, but the Federation must straighten out 
its own affairs right on campus, so that it can 
better serve the students and build an effective 
base for external efforts. I hope candidates 
will strive to promote better Federation-Society 
relations and co-operation. The Federation and 
Societies can and have worked better than they 
do todav. 

As you may know by now, there have been 
many problems’ In the Federation this year, and 
the the organization has been cited as becoming 
quite elitist. Whether you know it or not, 
these things do affect you the students. It is 

my hore that there will be candidates committed 

to make an effort to correct our many problems. 
Hopefully people will strive to make you feel 
once again that ft Is Indeed your Federation. 

system ? 

  

The Federation of Students (particularly 
the president, student council and assoclated 
people) has long been known aS a_e spokesman 
(spokesorganization) of the oppressed people of 
this world. In many cases they have pointed out 
injustices in society which make various people, 
particulary students, losers. Much of their 
complaining appears in the Chevron. However, 
yet an injustice arise which makes these pneonle 
winners, and who is the first to start 
explaining why the injustices must be 
perpetuated, giving flimsy (Cif not Invalid) 
excuses as reasons? The very people who claim 
to want to end such injustices, your Federation 
of Students. 

The injustice I refer to is the green cards 
that council has seen fit to give to themselves 
to allow themselves free admission to. all 
Federation-sponsored events. In this way, the 
rest of the student body can help pay for the 
admission of councillors. 

When President Shortall saw the 
unpopularity of the inenuality the rasses 
render, rather than eliminating It, he bepan a 
sales campain to explain whv green cards were a 
good thing. Sure they were a good thing -- for 
Shortall and friends, not for you. and me, the 
average students. 

The reason he gave for continuing the free- 
pass policy was that it was a "reward" for hard- 
working councillors (you know, those peorle that 
never turn up at meetings, so that they rarely 
get quorum), and it would encourage more people 
to get Involved and do things. Really now! The 
fact that many members are apathetic indicates 

the nlan doesn't work. Let's look at what really 
hapnens: 

Members with enough enthusiasm are 
interested enough to do thines without sucn 

"rewards". Because a member gets the _ pass 
irregardless of what he does or doesn't do for 
the F of S, an uninterested member really still 
has no reason for working any harder’ than 
before. Therefore there will be no change in 
the current council's actions. Worse still, 
peorle with totally no interest in working for 
the F of S, and who would normally not” get 
involved, may get involved merely for the free 
passes, with no plans of doing anything for the 
F of S. Therefore the free-pass sys tem will 
only cause a rise in apathy in the Fed council. 
But because the councillors become losers if 
they realize this (they'd have to pay to. get 
into events), they are fully prepared to pull 
the wool over our eves about the whole deal. 

The Feds have never really impressed me 
with their policies and philosophies. But when 
they have the hypocrisy to behave the same way 
as the very organizations they criticize, I! 
think something is definitely wrong. 

For the record, MathSoc does not have 4a 
pass system; all MathSoc people pay to get into 
MathSoc events.
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Faculty 
It looked like a bleak winter ahead. The 

Mathematics Faculty Curriculum Committee had 
recommended a number of significant changes in 
B.Math. degree requirements in fts report to 
Faculty Council. That august body made ae few 
recommendations of Its own and let it be known 
that they Intended to accept the report at their 
December 16 meeting. 

Mathsoc was tn ae turmoil. There 
justiftable criticisms of several 
changes, which would make it more difficult to earn a degree. Many people felt concern about the fact that, after the Curriculum Committee 
had spent aie year formulating {tts report, the 
Faculty Council had made Insertions at one 
meeting and intended to accept the report at the 
next. thers were worried that the meeting and 
its announcement were at times when Students 
were preparing for or writing exams. 

were 

proposed 

Curriculum 

  

Announcing the 
mathNEWS column: 

NE of th 
as EEK 

As part of the continuing effort of mathNEWSs to 
play maximum havoc with Friday lectures we 
humbty (hal) present, for your amusal (new word) 
a set (actually we are not sure of the 
informathon structure as we do not consider 
mathNEWS bounded by time senuence Cit is 
instantaneously decodable (regarding Issues as 
elementary (and they are)))) of vaguely (and not 
SO vaguely) mathematical pencil and paper (pens 
2) games. 

debut of another neuro-toxiec 

   
Game #0: HEX. % 

Invented 1942 by 

all-round 

soma, suner 

Brief history: 
mathematician and 
Piet Hein (grooks, 
etc.) 
Physics in Copenhagen when 
4k-colour map theorem, 

circles 

thinking about 

How to. play: 

  

Committee 
At the regular Mathsoc Counc!] meeting 

December 2, a motion was passed, after 
considerable discussion, by a unanimous vote, to 
request that Faculty Council table the report 
until Tt was made a proper document and Students 
had had a chance to provide input. 
Representations were made by councl!l membe rs and 
executive to the dean, assoclate deans, 
department heads, and other Influential 
professors. 

Finally, after more than a week of 
activity, a notice was received and posted by Mathsoc, to the effect that, 
goodwill to all, the faculty 
cancelled its December meeting. 

The fight goes on. We can only assume that 
most of you wish to graduate someday, but unless 
you help show ft, the report will pass. 

in the snirit of 
Counc! 1 had 

The following is” the Curriculum Committ ' Proposed requirements for the B.Math. depreec, iad pe considered by the Faculty Councl} n eir ebruary meeti . Y invited. eting Our comments are 

Pass General Honours woint 1 > en —— Honours 
Minimum Total Credits 16 21 24 24 

Minimum Math Credits 8 12 15 12 

Minimum Elective Credits 6 6 6 6 
Minimum Math Average 2 60% on 60% on 70Z on 70% on 

8 credits12 credits15 credits 12 
Complete Terms Required 3 o- 2 4 4 

Maximum Full Course 

Attempts (or equivalent) 4 22 27 30 30 

Maximum Full Course 5 5 
. Failures (or equivalent) 5 4 4 

~~ FOOTNOTES: 
1. One (one half) credit is awarded for 

successful completion of an elght month or 

Danish 

interesting guy: 
etc. 

at Niels Bohr's Institute for Theoretical 

It is a game for two nlavers who 
take it in turns to place their markers (X or @) 
in a previously empty hexagon. Cbhject is to 
complete an unbroken chain of your marked 
hexagons joining your sides. Corner hexagons 
are considered to be part of either side. 

Reference: 

Book of Mathematical Puzzles and Diversions. 
Martin Gardner's Scientific American 

  

two term (four month or one term) course, 
2. Al Faculty and Departmental Courses renuired 

for a particular degree will be included in 
the Math Average. For Honours” programs 
requiring more than 15 Math credits (e.p. 
Double Honours), all such credits will be 
included [In the Math Averape. For Honours 
programs which require fewer thah 15 Math 
credits (e.g. Chartered Accountancy renuires 
only 1&4 Math credits), only those required 
credits will be Included in the Math Average. 

3. A complete term Is a term in which a student 
is registered for at least six half courses 
(or equivalent), two of which must be Math. 
Registration In the first term of a full 
course will not count as a course attempt 
unless the student subsequently completes the 
second half of the course. 

4, A full Chalf) course attempt refers to a full 
(half) course registration not formally 
cancelled with the Registrar's Office before 
the end of the Course Change Pertod. The 
last day to DROP a course is h weeks from the 
beginning of tJectures. The last day to ADD 
is 3 weeks from the beginning of lectures. 

5. A full (half) course attempt not 
successfully completed consitutes. a Full 
(half) course failure. 

6. If a full course fs formally cancelled in the 
first term, after the DROP date, it will 
count as a half-course attempt (and aie half- 
course failure). ...to page 6 

credits 
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...from page 5 

A student will normally be REQUIRED Tc 
WITHDRAW from the Math Faculty if he Is In one 
or more of the following categories: 

(1) exceeded 5 full-course failures (or 
equivalent). 

(ii) by the end of the first term In which the 
Student has accumulated 22 or more full 
course attempts (or equivalent), failed to 
achieve an average of 60% on eight 
distinct Math credits, including those 
required for the Pass Degree (l.e. First 
Year Algebra, Calculus, and Computer 
Science). 

Citi) fs unlikely to profit from further study 
in the Math Faculty Cin the opinion of the 
Standings and Promotions Committee). 

APPENDIX 

(A) No student may pre-register for more than 6 
courses per term. However, additional courses 
may be added during the course-change period at 
the beginning of the term If the student's 
academic record is of sufficiently high calltbre, 
Addition of courses beyond 6, to a maximum of 8, 
will normally be restricted to first-year 
students with both admission averages of at 
least 80% and to upper-year students with 
overall and math averages of at least 75% during 
the student's most recent complete term. (This 
stipulation refers only to the student's 
performance during the most recent complete term 
and not to the student's overall performance and 
averages throughout his/her academic career). 

(B) A student may not normally re-take a passed 
course more than once in an attempt to improve 
the &rade. Both attempts will be tIncluded in 
the Student's quota of course attempts, but the 
course Will be Included only once In credit 
counts and may be counted at most once in 
cumulative averages pertaining to. the depree 
requirements. 

(C) A student [In a Co-operative mathematics 
programme who fails 2 or more full-courses (or 
the equivalent) over.a period of two successi ve 
academic terms may be required to transfer from 
the Co-operative to the Repular programme. 
Continuation In the Co-operative programme is 
also contingent upon satisfactory performance in 
work terms. 

NOTES: 

1. Students who have been renuired to withdraw 
from the Math Faculty will not normally be 
re-admitted to a degree program in the 
Faculty. 

2. A student who, at the end of a specific term, 
has accumulated all the renuirements for a 
Particular degree, but has. simultaneously 
exceeded the maximum number of faflures or 
course attempts permitted for the degree in 
question, will not normally be granted the 
derree, 

3, All of the above requirements annly excent 
under excentional circumstances (in the 
opinion of the Standings and Promotions 
Committee). 

4, Transfer students will be considered 
separately (at a later time). 

2. When an Honours student has 5S failures he 
will be required to drop out of the Honours 
program. 

  

BARE FACTS 

ABOUT 
LOCKERS 

For those of you who are wondering what was 
the cause of the long lineups in front of the 
third floor lounge Thursday morning, here is the 
answer. It was locker-handing-out time again!! 
If you were one of the lucky ones, vou are now 
in possession of your very own locker (at least 
until May). If you didn't get a locker, then 
don't despair. Mathsoc should be getting 100 to 
200 more lockers later in the term. These 
lockers will be placed in the hallway outside 
MC 3018 (under the coat racks) when they arrive, 
and you can once again experftence the thrill and 
excitement of standing in a_ long lineur for 
hours only to find out that there are none left. 

  

  
Welcome to masthead ten point zero, or A.V to us hexadec- 

imal (actually that should be sexadecimal, or sedenary, 

but IBM speaks and the world listens, or something...) 
lovers... my first masthead is now being tappe’ out in 

MC 3038 at 10:40 a.m. after my Model Railways & Slot Cars 
course... so why do we only have 6 pages after taking that 

long? Well it was billed as an organizational meeting, not 
production, so you people are lucky(?) you got one at all 

..-actually that should have been oganizational but the 

TSS operators didn't believe me... anyway we oganizaed that 

RANDALL S(ometimes) McDOUGALL was again acting-editor-by- 

default, but about midnight he defaulted, saying he had 

an assignment from last year to finish...sounds suspicious, 

wouldn't you say? Anyway he was never heard from again in 

a useful capacity until he signed the Graphic Services 

requisition an hour ago... they will produce 1300 copies 
of this in two days... this left me, MARK S(o why does it 
have to stand for something?) BRADER as acting-actinp- 

editor- by-default-by-default... together with a faithful 
if somewhat J J LONG, er, somewhat sleepy J J LONG... 
we QED'd, ROFFed, cut, stenciled, and taped through the 
morning, intermittently, and found we had just 6 pages of 

material... which had been left to us by the only all- 

volunteer newspaper staff on campus of a weekly paper... 

namely PETE RAYNHAM ( # JJ) who had no integer this week 

(does that exhaust the set?), R L BIDDLE who helped to hex 

the Faculty Curriculum Committee, GRAHAM S(everal of us 

have that middle initial) ASHBY, MICHEAL DILLON, and the 

again-decoded DWGILLETT, who must have written some arti- 
cles while I wasn't looking... according to Art: Buchwald 

in the Washington Post of 1969, the world will run out of 
data on January 12, 2976, or rather 1976 (this silly type- 

writer doesn't have a "1" key so I have to use the "l'')... 

this will signal the beginning of a world-wide data famine 

...no Mathletix nor Mythletix this week, which helped keep 

the issue small...we got some feedback...namely the word 

"YES" written on top of last week's "LOCKERS" article...er, 
that is last issue...and a slightly longer one without a 

signature on the same topic (we don't print unsigned feed- 

back)...and something that might be called a letter, from 

n-gin-ooze...another from somebody identifying itself as 

Pierre E. Trudeau P.M.(Mrs)... Burloaf won the opinion 

poll; full results may be published in issue ten point one 

...other people that dropped along were ocleibman, rjhoward, 
and even cgo'donnell... oh, we also got a couple of sub- 

missions to the defunct (at leeast for the time being) 

Problems Section, from Peter Laengert and the A. Many Fold. 

It is now 11:30 and as Mathsoc around me is mentally gear- 

ing up for tomorrow's (yesterday's, to you) locker handout, 

I am closing thissue and heading for Graphic Services... 

x5= THIRTY 

 


